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Recent industrial tendencies.

Tulsa in action as well as in trouble. A people up to the millennium. Tulsa trouble in full swing. B.B., challenged - intided a few me up tale - until I made diagnosis of "alpinism.

B.B. cured by need of services but I alreid quickly. Reved to find 2 my talking on Dr. Relation. Want over such misunderstanding.

No argument to pose cannot deny it as a subject for discussion.
Trend of public interest: precisely like we think is.

Identify I on family. If matter concerning their management of the.

Mailed business, could have any one in order.

supplied in what our current—prizes of fair—

Talley—a man is.

It was our own business to sell ourselves. Know it was

Possess my small

As business grew in.
The only real hope lies in our
calling the bluff of the

Munich agreement, in the
genuis elements in solidarity.

The appeased border has
a feeble, sleepy, silent world
full of antithesis, lunatic fictions.-

I am a small minder

in the danger there in slumber,
self-ruiny (in fool) and the freight the tenderer,
even the movements (but, tend) knew the feel
behind them. e.g., things
which gave them birth.

In going what I propose
in an informal will have

evidence as I see here at the present moment.

My only classic to speak of these things is that of a city in whose

swourmet run the
Many years have passed since my attention to the effects of 20 years ago.

In the meantime, all the effects have increased.

20 years ago -

1. Author
2. Safety
3. Sanitation

In the meantime -

1. Author
2. Safety
3. Sanitation

In conclusion -

1. Lyceum must go
2. Later must be made

In conclusion, must be kept.

Great strides in care as

conspicuous.

Author in care but...
Within 2 began Alter Elli and Candelini - 20 yrs go I should have listened to your second steam. But they are not primary cancer. I need today. Not because Iنداعely trust come to realize that the candelini are immune as well as anti social I anti humane. I wish that we are far from anywhere like General.
2. Concluding Remarks

Be - Budealgad Luthri ern. Tind

Money - Machinery Must

were I have failed been

magnet 2 such Iron

may such utilize -

Human quality -

Machine - Train - July 10-

Perempt accurate -

Safety campaign - I am

thought -machine, saving

of rep 12 emin.

94 days without an
Attitude of mind changed
Hill-Stead will they do-
Well you I need do-
Make gardens in the spring
What they can more will be
Can't - $740 out soon
Tendences become conclusive
Best of models - by best.
Indisputable. Study - whole.
Applicafion:
Some far stand - no turn
a full reason for dis-
content:
Forest because of


